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(quantity

28 Stones (this is the amount in the double six set)
Sharpie (contrasting colour to stones)

Instructions
1.

Take the first stone and draw a line down the centre, this

2.

Take another stone and repeat step 1 then add one spot
on one side of the line, this is the blank/1 piece.

3.

Continue this doing until you have all of the following 28
combinations. This makes the full double six 28 piece set.

will become the double blank piece.

Blank | Blank
Blank | One
Blank | Two
Blank | Three
Blank | Four
Blank | Five
Blank | Six
One | One
One | Two

One | Three
One | Four
One | Five
One | Six
Two | Two
Two | Three
Two | Four
Two | Five
Two | Six

Three | Three
Three | Four
Three | Five
Three | Six
Four | Four
Four | Five
Four | Six
Five | Five
Five | Six
Six | Six
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Alternative
Don’t have stones? No worries, you can sub out the
stones for many different things. Why not try mini magnet
dominoes using small magnets as the base or super sized
card dominoes using large card pieces as the base and circle
stickers as the dots.
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To Play D

Number of Players: 2-4
Uses double 6 dominoes (28 Piece set)
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This version of dominoes is called Straight Dominoes and is the easiest
version of dominoes to play. The object of the game is scoring points
by laying the dominoes end to end (the touching ends must match: i.e.,
one’s touch one’s, two’s touch two’s, etc.). If the dots on the exposed
ends total any multiple of five the player is awarded that number of
points.
1.

To begin the dominoes are placed face down and “shuffled.” Players
draw one domino. The player drawing the highest double or if no
double, the highest domino plays first. Re-shuffle and then begin
drawing the first hand.

2.

Each player then draws seven dominoes for their hand. The
remaining dominoes (the boneyard), if any, are left face down on the
table to be drawn later if a player is unable to play from their hand.

3.

The player who drew the highest double or the highest domino at in
step one plays first, playing any domino they wish from their hand.
From here play goes to the player on the left and so on. The first
double played (the spinner) can have dominoes added to all sides.
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4. All other doubles are played at right angles to the line and the total
points on both ends are counted.
Dominoing occurs when one player goes out by playing all of their
dominoes. The sum of the spots of all opposing players is computed
and added to the dominoing player’s score (rounded to the nearest five).
If in the course of the game it is impossible for any of the players to play,
the game is “Blocked.” The player having the least spots in their hand(s)
scores the total of the spots in the opponents’ hands (rounded to the
nearest five).
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The score of 250 points is usually considered a game. The first person to
score this amount wins the game. Shuffle and begin a new game. The
player who won plays first.
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